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Abstract
In the rise of the sharing economy, more and more consumers become product providers in the C2C
context, who constantly improve their product offerings that have relative strengths and weaknesses. Do
product providers prioritize maximizing strengths and fixing weaknesses optimally? Nine experiments (N =
4585; 5 pre-registered) document a robust preference mismatch: Providers prioritize fixing weaknesses
more than choosers would appreciate. We reason that this is because product providers overly focus on the
impact of the weakness on choosers’ decisions (i.e., a mismatched attention account). Consistent with this
attentional account, we find that this preference mismatch attenuates (1) when the weakness attribute is
more important than the strength attribute, in which case choosers’ attention to the weakness increases,
and (2) when the weakness does not appear negative, in which case the weakness does not draw much of
the providers’ attention in the first place. As an intervention, guiding providers to consider the impact of
both the strength and the weakness can reduce this preference mismatch. Together, this research offers
both descriptive and prescriptive insights into the product improvement decisions made by consumers as
product providers in the C2C context, and highlights the unique impact of the decision maker’s role in
decision making.
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